Jagan: Can a poor state like Andhra Pradesh afford to have an Upper House?

For the farmers of Amaravati capital region, legislation is a dead issue. A new move by the state government to remove the upper house in the state assembly has raised several questions among farmers. The move, which is aimed at reducing expenditure, has been subject to much debate.

The move has been opposed by several political parties and farmers' organizations. The Opposition has also condemned the move and called for a discussion on the issue in the Legislative Council. The move has been defended by the ruling party, which has said it is necessary to reduce the state's financial burden.

The move has been welcomed by some economists, who say it is necessary to cut down on government expenditure. However, the move has also been criticized by some experts, who say it could lead to a loss of representation for some groups.

The move has been subject to much debate and discussion in the media. Many experts have expressed their views on the issue, and the move has been subject to much criticism and support.

The move has also been subject to much controversy. Some experts have questioned the move's validity, and the move has been subject to much criticism.
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**Concern over dwindling fish catch**

Senior Police Officer V V Srikanth, speaking at the meeting, said the fish catch is not as good as before. People are not going to the sea this year, he said, adding that the fish catch during the year 2019 was better than what it is now.

Mr. Srikanth said that the fishing boat operators are losing their income due to the reduction in the fish catch. He added that the fishing boats are also facing difficulties in finding fish.

Mr. Srikanth expressed concern over the declining fish population and urged the government to take immediate action to address the issue. He also suggested that the government should consider setting up fish farms to ensure a steady supply of fish.

Mr. Srikanth said that the government should also look into the issue of illegal fishing and take strict action against those involved in it. He added that the police should also be vigilant and ensure that fishing boats are not operating during prohibited fishing periods.

The sitting MLA, Mr. Gopal Reddy, also spoke at the meeting and assured the fishermen of all necessary help from the government. He said that the government would ensure that the fishermen are provided with alternative sources of livelihood.

Mr. Gopal Reddy suggested that the government should also consider setting up a fish market to ensure that the fishermen have a steady market for their catch.

The meeting was attended by representatives from various organizations and associations, including the Andhra Pradesh Fishermen Association, the Andhra Pradesh Fishermen Union, and the Andhra Pradesh Fishermen Welfare Association.

The dignitaries present at the meeting included the MLA, the president of the Andhra Pradesh Fishermen Association, and the president of the Andhra Pradesh Fishermen Union.

The meeting concluded with a resolve to continue the protests until the government takes action to address the issue of declining fish catch.

**Arrangements for Voters Day reviewed**

The State Election Commissioner has reviewed the arrangements made for the upcoming Voter Day on January 25. The Commissioner held a meeting with the Election Officers of the respective districts to discuss the arrangements and ensure a smooth conduct of the day.

The Commissioner urged the officers to take all necessary measures to ensure that the polling process goes smoothly. He asked them to ensure the availability of sufficient polling materials and to make sure that the polling booths are well lit.

He also stressed the need to ensure that the voters are aware of their rights and responsibilities. The Commissioner said that the voters should be provided with information about the polling process and the importance of voting.

The Commissioner also directed the officers to take all necessary steps to ensure the security of the polling officers and the voters. He asked them to ensure that the polling stations are well secured and that the polling officers are provided with necessary security arrangements.

The Commissioner also directed the officers to ensure that the polling process is conducted in a transparent manner. He asked them to ensure that the results are announced in a timely manner.

The Commissioner also directed the officers to ensure that the polling process is conducted in a fair manner. He asked them to ensure that the voters are provided with equal opportunity to vote and that the polling process is conducted in a fair manner.

The Commissioner also directed the officers to ensure that the polling process is conducted in a professional manner. He asked them to ensure that the polling officers are provided with necessary training and that they are well versed with the polling process.
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Jagan ruling as a dictator, sidelining ministers: Yamalama

PROVIDED

Senior TDP leader YS Jagan Mohan Reddy, who has been ruling the state for the past four years, has been accused by several TDP leaders of ruling like a dictator and sidelining the role of ministers. The TDP leaders have alleged that Jagan has been ruling the state without consulting his ministers and taking important decisions unilaterally.
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3-layer intra-city transport in the offing in Vizag city

PROVIDED

VISAKHAPATNAM: The government is planning to develop a three-layer intra-city transport system in Visakhapatnam city. The system will consist of a metro rail, trams, and buses to provide an efficient and seamless mode of transport for the residents of the city.
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644 militants of eight groups surrender in Assam

The govt will carry out its Constitutional duty for the rehabilitation of the surrendered cadres, said Sonowal.

A total of 644 cadres and leaders of eight groups, including ULFA(I), NDFB(S), NDFB, RNLF, KLO, CPI(N), NSLA, and RNLF, surrendered in Assam on Tuesday. The surrender was the largest in the history of operations against Naxalism and militant groups in the state.

The cadres and leaders surrendered in various districts of Assam, including Sonitpur, Hailakandi, Dima Hasao, and Karbi Anglong. The surrender was part of a peace initiative announced by the state government to encourage the surrender of militant cadres and leaders.

The surrender was part of the broader government strategy to curb the activities of militant groups in the state and bring peace to the affected areas. The government has been working to rehabilitate the surrendered cadres and leaders and provide them with alternative livelihoods.

The surrender was done under the Peaceful Surrender and Rehabilitation Scheme (PSRS) of the state government, which was introduced in 2016. The scheme offers various benefits to surrendered cadres and leaders, including financial assistance, medical treatment, and vocational training.

The surrendered cadres and leaders were把你 to rehabilitation centers in various districts of Assam, where they will receive medical treatment and vocational training. They will also be provided with housing and other amenities.

The surrender was welcomed by the general public and was considered a significant step towards peace in the affected areas. The government has been lauded for its efforts to rehabilitate the surrendered cadres and leaders and bring peace to the affected areas.

The surrender was also welcomed by the NDFB(S) and NDFB(SI), which have been involved in armed conflict with the government for several years. The surrender was considered a positive step towards peace in the affected areas and was welcomed by the general public and the government.

The surrender was part of the broader government strategy to curb the activities of militant groups in the state and bring peace to the affected areas. The government has been working to rehabilitate the surrendered cadres and leaders and provide them with alternative livelihoods.
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The surrender was welcomed by the general public and was considered a significant step towards peace in the affected areas. The government has been lauded for its efforts to rehabilitate the surrendered cadres and leaders and bring peace to the affected areas.
Pavan Varma free to leave JDU when he wants: Nitish

Will decide next course of action depending on Nitish Kumar's reply

Chief Minister Nitish Kumar on Thursday kept the door open for the output of the leader Pavan Varma as the JD(U) support for him in the upcoming elections. The JD(U)’s support for Kumar in the assembly polls is uncertain and the situation is not clear that the ‘socially’ deprived leader Varma may stay with him for the assembly polls. Kumar said that he will decide the next course of action depending on Nitish Kumar’s reply.

There should be no confusion on the stand taken by him (Varma) in the Janata Dal (United) on issues. Our party does not go beyond our ideological clarity. If he could express himself clearly, he could have expressed the same in the media. He has a right to express his views, but the reference is conversations rendition. He has not expressed his truth, what he has to say or not to say, in the public. Kumar said that Nitish Kumar had not intimated him in this matter in the past.

In another development on Thursday, the JD(U) said it will hold a two-day ‘Jiyo Vihar’ at Birsa Mandap in the Raj Bhavan from Saturday to organise on the occasion of the 150th birth anniversary of Tilak (Varma), who is a scholar for whom Tilak’s ‘ideological clarity’ says. The nature of state assembly has been given, he has left the (JD(U) in the past).

The East Coast Railway has commissioned the green plant which will turn ewaste into diesel and plant into light oil in 24 hours, said officials on Wednesday.

A patented technology has been utilized in the waste-to-energy plant which converts multiple feed stocks into hydrocarbon liquid fuels, gas, carbon black and polycracks. The East Coast Railway has been working on this project since 2016 at the Patna South division’s workshop.

The plant is the world’s first patented and technology-based cadmium partition process which converts multiple feed stocks into hydrocarbon liquid fuels, gas, carbon black and polycracks. This is the only plant in India which can convert multiple feed stocks into hydrocarbon liquid fuels, gas, carbon black and polycracks. The plant has been working on this project since 2016 at the Patna South division’s workshop.

The plant, which was commissioned on February 3, has been working since then. It produces hydrocarbon liquid fuels, gas, carbon black and polycracks. The plant has been working on this project since 2016 at the Patna South division’s workshop.
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A really bad year

India slips on the global democracy index from 2018 even as the countrywide internet shutdowns on dissenting voices and protests have given us the dubious distinction of authorising over 67 per cent of the world’s internet traffic. Before we dismiss these observations as part of a worldwide consensus, we should at least be held up as tolerable and accommodative if not the best. So India, no matter how we may feel about the erosion of civil liberties as the primary cause of our democratic regression. The US under the Trump administration typifies the reckless decision-making of military imperative without prior experience, counsel or professional advice.

Opinion

Logic and the showman

The US under the Trump administration typifies the reckless decision-making of military imperative without prior experience, counsel or professional advice.

India slipped on the global democracy index from 2018 even as the countrywide internet shutdowns on dissenting voices and protests have given us the dubious distinction of authorising over 67 per cent of the world’s internet traffic. Before we dismiss these observations as part of a worldwide consensus, we should at least be held up as tolerable and accommodative if not the best. So India, no matter how we may feel about the erosion of civil liberties as the primary cause of our democratic regression.

The US under the Trump administration typifies the reckless decision-making of military imperative without prior experience, counsel or professional advice.
KUMARDEV BANERJEE

India is one of the last frontiers of economic growth in the world. The 2020 Union Budget aims to boost manufacturing, especially at the State Government level. For small businesses to make a mark in the market, there should be an open consultation infrastructure that is a real danger today. From extreme weather conditions being reported around the globe, to the world moving towards sustainable businesses to tackle the climate crisis, these challenges are a real danger. The deliberations so far have been behind closed doors. For a global summit, promising big ticket businesses free land, cheap electricity and stable, predictable, industry, consumer and economy-friendly policy framework, is a must. The deliberations so far have been behind closed doors. For a global summit, promising big ticket businesses free land, cheap electricity and stable, predictable, industry, consumer and economy-friendly policy framework, is a must.

In a moderately bullish market, the investor can sell an option at a lower price, usually in-the-money or at-the-money. The strategy is to buy two options with a higher strike price and one option with a lower strike price. If the price of the underlying asset goes in the direction of the option, the investor can sell two options with a higher strike price and one option with a lower strike price. If the price of the underlying asset goes in the direction of the option, the investor can sell two options with a higher strike price and one option with a lower strike price.

In a moderately bearish market, the investor can sell a put option at a higher price, usually at-the-money or out-of-the-money. The strategy is to buy one option with a higher strike price and one option with a lower strike price. If the price of the underlying asset goes in the direction of the option, the investor can sell one option with a higher strike price and one option with a lower strike price. If the price of the underlying asset goes in the direction of the option, the investor can sell one option with a higher strike price and one option with a lower strike price.
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Policy measures to reduce viability gap of EVs:
Revive demand:
Accelerating the process of national retail policy:

The deliberations so far have been behind closed doors. For a global summit, promising big ticket businesses free land, cheap electricity and stable, predictable, industry, consumer and economy-friendly policy framework, is a must.
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Power ministry assigns Ashish as govt nominee

NEW DELHI:

The Power Ministry on Thursday appointed Ashish Upadhyaya as a government nominee on the board of National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC).

The ministry appointed the 52-year-old Ashish Upadhyaya as a nominee director on the board. He will be on the board till the ministry appoints another nominee director.

Upadhyaya is an IAS officer from Madhya Pradesh cadre. Upadhyaya has been appointed as a government nominee director on the board of NTPC, the government said.

Power ministry

Sensex rises 271 pts on value buying

MUMBAI:

The BSE Sensex rose 271.13 points, or 0.61 per cent, to 44,191.16 in a volatile session, the market exuded enthusiasm to make investments in the Indian economy, experts said.

India’s economy is well poised to recover from subdued growth in the past 18 months, they said.

SBI’s profits rise 3.8 pc to Rs 3,159 cr

MUMBAI:

State-owned SBI on Thursday reported a 3.8 per cent rise in its quarterly profit to Rs 3,159 crore, which was better than expectations, driven by improved asset quality, which boosted its non-interest income.

DILF to invest Rs 5,000 cr in new offices

NEW DELHI:

The project, to be completed in the next 56 weeks, would create direct and 6,000 ancillary employment opportunities once operational.

Power Minister RK Singh on Thursday said that steps have been taken to boost the power sector and to provide access to power in the country.

He added that the government has taken steps to achieve 24x7 power supply, which was a part of its election promise.

India has a total installed capacity of 364 GW and is the third largest power producer globally. The country has set a target of reaching 500 GW of installed capacity by 2030.

India’s GDP growth is expected to be around 6 per cent in the current fiscal year, and the target is to achieve double-digit growth by 2025-26.

The minister also said that the government is working on a comprehensive policy for the power sector, including measures to promote renewable energy and improve grid connectivity.

The minister further added that the government is also focusing on improving the efficiency of power plants and reducing transmission and distribution losses.

India has a strong renewable energy sector, with a potential to become a leader in the global market. The minister said that the government is working on a roadmap to achieve 50 per cent renewable energy in the country’s energy mix by 2030.
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The minister further added that the government is working on a comprehensive policy for the power sector, including measures to promote renewable energy and improve grid connectivity.

He added that the government is also focusing on improving the efficiency of power plants and reducing transmission and distribution losses.

The minister also said that the government is working on a roadmap to achieve 50 per cent renewable energy in the country’s energy mix by 2030.
Making a way through emergencies

Vishwaja Reddy built disposable sanitary pad vending machines to make sure that no girl or woman would have to worry about having a pad when needed.

"It took a year for me to make the machine. Each machine costs Rs 10,000. Being a student, I had to sell the product by going from school to college to convince them to buy the machine. That is how I managed to make these machines," shares Vishwaja.

"Generally, every female face these problems but they don't know what to do and sometimes even if they have plans they may not come forward to discuss it with anyone. If you face problems express it out loud. Even if you don't get a solution right away, you may get a solution eventually,"

Vishwaja says that they had collected the machines in 23 schools and colleges in Hyderabad and are planning to set up the same in rural areas of Telangana.
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**MATT DAMON** to play detective in NYPD thriller

Matt Damons is reuniting with his Ford Escape director James Mangold for a film titled *The Hole* in which the Ford midfielder will be starring the role of a detective.

Mangold has been developing the Don Winslow Seminar since 2011. The film centers on corrupt NYPD officers with Damon set to play one of them.

But before that, Mangold is set to produce two films with the same man, who won an elite crime fighting squad that becomes ensnared in a corruption scandal, reports Variety.com.

We’ll walk in underwear if we win Grammy: CAMILA CABELO

In an interview to etcanada.com, the 20-year-old Pop/Dance star and former Fifth Harmony member Camila Cabello revealed that she and her boyfriend Shawn Mendes will accept the award in underwear if they win, joked about how she and Mendes seem to be huge fans of Grammy, we will walk on stage in our underwear like that, “ Cabello said.

If Shawn and I win the Grammy, we will walk on stage in our underwear like that, “ Cabello said.

"Everyone has been waiting for a film titled *The Hole* in which the Ford midfielder will be starring the role of a detective.

But before that, Mangold is set to produce two films with the same man, who won an elite crime fighting squad that becomes ensnared in a corruption scandal, reports Variety.com.
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SAI TEJ boards SANKRITIYAN’S time-travel adventure

Sci-fi bug is catching on. Now director Rahul Sankritayan has lined up a time travel movie for Sai Tej who is riding a high after the success of Pendawa, Cheksha, writes NAGARAJ GOUD

E ven before he takes his third film with Sai Tej as his director, Rahul Sankritayan has sunk his teeth into another project. The Pioneer has exclusively learnt that he got an offer to produce and front Sai Tej in his next serious adventure. The actor is riding a high on the success of Pendawa Cheksha. The project will be a joint production venture between GA2 Pictures and UV Creations, both of which are the flagship film entities, and will roll after he wraps up Sai Tej’s film.

A high placed source close to the development info us, “Nagababu got a word last year and immediately asked him to narrate it to Bunny Vam, chief of GA2 Pictures. He endorsed it and later asked Rahul to narrate it to Sai Tej. The actor liked it straightforward. He was hooked even by the concept and felt that it was the perfect vehicle in making Yeni of DV creations listen to the story, and got it nod too. Varun too felt that the whacky nature of the content will be a refreshing change from anomalous from regular commercial cinema. The budget for the film will be a hot commodity in the market as it marks the combination of Sai Tej teaming up with GA2 Pictures and UV Creations after the actor did separate Pendawa Cheksha independently. The film, incidentally, talks about the story that is layered and will be its definitive style.”

The source adds that the film will be mounted on a budget of Rs 20-crore to Rs 25-crore and be shot in good number of computer graphics scenes.

Right now, Rahul is busy polishing the script of his next with Sai, while Sai Tej isnonstop in the news for his time travel adventure. And this year, the director’s fans have in store a treat. 

NAG to present Telugu version of ‘83

Recreating a new still, the makers of ‘83, which marks the acting debut of Mithun Chakraborty’s daughter Saiee Manjrekar, exclusively confers that they have approached Dhruva Nandu for the film. He too is interested in the role and his commitment to the project is very evident.

Vamshi oriented Nandu’s range as an actor after working with him in his last two films. “The great quality about him is that he never takes his passion for cinema barely diminished a bit from the time he was looking at some other genre films. Now after watching his last two films, he is able to recall Saahith’s story with clarity and feel how much of an impact it had on him. And now after watching Saver’s promotional material, I can say that he will be one of the big directors in the future.”

FIRST LOOK

Releasing a new still, the makers of Yippee, which marks the acting debut of Mithun Chakraborty’s daughter Saiee Manjrekar, exclusively confers that they have approached Dhruva Nandu for the film. He too is interested in the role and his commitment to the project is very evident.

Saiee Manjrekar, Niddhi Agerwal in casting race

More than three months after its launch, the film is shaping up for its third leading lady. With debutante director Kiran Korrapati going strong in front of the cameras from February 15 in Hyderabad, a little ‘Booha’ to tell in the event is in the process of creating a cutting look for the film. With production progressing for its part in Mumbai. The makers have been scouting for leading lady of national level honor Shreyas who, in the first Indian woman to have made it to WBC world rankings (ranked 20), will train him in boxing as well as possible in ensuring he is fit for the role. The source further exclusively confirms that except for the lead actress casting, other cast and roles are in place. The makers have approached Saiee, Niddhi daughter of Sonu Sood, and Prela for the role. She is looking at some other genre films.

Malavika Nandan to be the lead heroine. The last made her Bollywood debut alongside Sushant Singh Rajput in the much awaited film ‘83. The role from him. I liked it but I was looking at some other genre films. Now after watching his last two films, he is able to recall Saahith’s story with clarity and feel how much of an impact it had on him. And now after watching Saver’s promotional material, I can say that he will be one of the big directors in the future.”

Sunil down with infection

At a time when he was recently seen with neurological disorder in, the actor who is being treated for diabetes has been hospitalised again in Nalgonda, according to a source close to the actor. The actor suffers from the disease and was treated earlier for a similar condition.

Since he got out of hospital, he has been spotted in public appearances. According to reports, the actor has been an ambassador for the past week. The actual source from the actor took a call on him suffering from his medical condition.

The actor has responded positively to the medical condition in his last appearance. How he is doing is not known at the present moment.

SREE VISHNU, VISALDEVI support Savaari

The lead of Savaari, featuring Nandita and newcomer Priyanka in lead roles, is currently premiering in Hyderabad. Carrying a good deal of drama around the film is the director itself. Rahul Goyat has now been roped in as the director for the film. Anshubh Roy Roy recoupled with popular action director Vicky Sidhu. Rahul Babu and Vivek Vinod joined the narrative launch as guests and were thoroughly impressed by the teaser.

Vikram said the teaser and the trailer were nothing short of a must watch for the audience. “Vicky and I have been waiting for a long time for something which will be a hot commodity in Visakhapatnam. In all likelihood, the daily coming together will transpire next year.”

Goutham Nandi to direct ‘Niddhi Agerwal’

Raj Nandu who was the lead in ‘83, which received widespread critical acclaim. Actors Goutham Nandha and Siva Shankar are in talks to join the project. Reliance Entertainment and Global Cinemas will be the joint producers. Reliance Entertainment and Global Cinemas will be the joint producers. Reliance Entertainment and Global Cinemas will be the joint producers.
**INDIA U-19 side look for hat-trick**

No revenge in mind against ‘nice guys’

By Santosh Babu

A headstrong through to the knockout stage after a brutal opening outing, India’s U-19 side will be looking to continue its momentum when they face New Zealand in the U-19 World Cup here today. India, who are confident of their chances of reaching the semi-finals, are looking to bounce back from a thrashing dished out by England in their second outing. However, New Zealand, who have already been in the hunt for a spot in the last four, are also up for the challenge.

A big match awaits India when they take on New Zealand, who have already won two games on the trot. India have been in good form so far, winning all their three outings, while New Zealand have also been on a winning spree.

India, after losing the opening game against England, came back with a bang against Sri Lanka in the second outing. The team was led by Rohit of Madhya Pradesh, who scored a century and helped the team register a comfortable win. The team was also led by a strong showing from the opening batsmen, who put up a disciplined performance.

New Zealand, on the other hand, have been consistent throughout the tournament. The team has been led by a strong performance from Tom Latham, who has been at the forefront of the team’s success.

The match will be held at the Harare Sports Club and is expected to be a close contest. The match will start at 3 pm IST and will be broadcasted live on Sony ESPN Network.